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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of the Study 

The success of the students learning process is depending on their 

motivation. As Ormrod (2011) said that motivation leadsnto increase theneffort and 

energy innpursuit them to reach their purposes. Therefore, motivationnis the keynto 

open theirnfuture success. Motivation has annimportant role to effect the powernof 

studying activity, but the motivationnis also influencednby the purpose. If there is 

anhigher purpose, there is a biggernmotivation to reachnthe purpose. As 

Sukmadinata (2011) stated that motivationnalso have functionsnto activate and 

improve the activity as an effort to reach the purposes or the goals. If the 

studentsnhave a goodnmotivation, theynwill morenenthusiastic in the learning 

process and surelymthey will get a bettermresult than themstudents 

withoutnmotivation. 

There are twombases motivationsnthat have correlations with students 

studying process, intrinsicnmotivation and extrinsicnmotivation. In addition, there 

are another kindnof motivation that also has closenrelation with student’s 

languagenlearning process. Those are integrative and instrumentalnmotivation. 

But, in the cognitivenperspective, the motivationnthat has morensignificant rolenis 

intrinsicnmotivation becausenit is morenpure andneternal, withoutman effect 

fromnanother. Interestnthat includingnin the intrinsicnmotivation, have anbig 

influence in the students studying process. Feeling enjoying onlynhappens when 

the studentsnhave anninterest in the programnwhich they reallynwant tonchoose. If 
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thenstudents do not feelmenjoy thenclass, the materialntaught is difficultnto 

bentransferred. Students who are interest in a particularmtopic, willmgive 

morenattention tonit andnbecome morenengage in the material. As Ormrod (2011) 

explains that the learners who are interested in a particularntopic devote 

morenattention to it and become morencognitively engagednin it. Absolutelynthey 

will get a goodnachievement in their learning proces. 

Meanwhilenthe students withoutninterest in a learning activity, they can 

find manymdifficulties in their learning process. As Syah (2006) notes that the 

lackmof motivation, both intrinsicnand extrinsicnmotivation, will cause 

lessnenthusiastic of students to donlearning activitynboth at the schoolnor atnhome. 

Itnmeans thatmuninterested students would not get annachievement as better 

asnstudents who have anninterest in their learing activity. Itnwill become a 

complexnproblem whichnhinder their motivation to grownup thatnwill influence 

their futuremcareer. They willnfeel likentrapped in the hurtingnworld which they 

nevernimagine before. It is reallynpossible if the uninterestednstudents who forced 

tonsustain theirnstudying load willnfail in theirnstudy, because they do not 

havenmotivation to defensemthemselves in the hardnsituationof learningnprocess. 

They donnot have a willing tonunderstand something they nevermexpect. 

Unluckilynit becomes the corenproblem which makesnthem give up before 

theynfinish their study. Surelynit is a terriblensituation form their futurenlife 

success. 

In thisncase, students need using a method in learning process to motivate 

them. Learning using different method has a great effect in education system to 

exploredstudents’ motivation. Teaching studying activities in the classroom have 
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usednlearning other method to improve students’ motivation. In addition, learning 

using a method must bensuitable with the lessonnplan that is usednby teachers. 

Teachers, as the facilitators, must be well prepared to teach students in frontnof the 

class. Then, teachers gives a motivation and interesting things tomsupport students 

learningnactivities, especially whennteachers teachnwriting.  

There are manynmethods that can benused in learning writing. However, 

there are somenadvantages andndisadvantages in every method.  It isnnecessary for 

anyone whonconcerns in teaching English to findnout the easierntechnique of the 

method, which can improve student’s motivation for improving their writing.  

Teaching writing methods usually help the students to improve their ability in 

writing, and give thenopportunity for students tomself assess theirnprogress in 

studying about writing. The teacher hoped that to be smart tonchoose an approach 

andnmethod of teaching that is suitable for thencondition and the need of the 

students, so the purpose of teaching andnlearning can benachieved.  

In Indonesia, however, there are still many schools that still rely on 

traditional teaching method such as teaching English only using textbook and 

whiteboard, so it makes students feelnbored and do not pay attention to the lesson. 

In addition, Rahmatullah (2015) stated that students taught throughntextbook and 

white board often do not pay attention during learningmprocess since the students 

getnbored and regard it less fun. He further states that thenexistence of textbook as 

a medium of teaching was still not optimal yet to be implemented. In line with this, 

Munir (2008) also stated that learning should not depend onntextbook as only 

material resource since teaching process was not about accomplishing presentation 
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of books but helpingnlearners to attain competence. Thus teachers should apply as 

many materialnresources as possible innteaching. 

Learning to write short stories using the chain writing method can provide 

motivation for students to learn so that it influences their learning outcomes. Fun 

and notnboring learning atmosphere can be felt bynstudents. In the teaching and 

learning process, there are manynmethods that can benused by the teacher that 

cannbenimplemented in the class. One ofnthem is by using chainnwriting method. 

This cannbe applied though activitiesnand games in learning process. Erben and 

Sarieva (2013) define that chain writing as a method in whichnstories are written 

by more than onenwriter, each writer makes a sentence thennforwards the paper to 

their partner in agroup. In the chain writing method, students work in their groups. 

Each group member puts his feelings into one paragraph with the same theme and 

title. This is done in chains until the specified timenlimit ends. The success of a 

group member will affect the success of the group. Therefore, the writer proposes 

to use chain writing method to teach a recount text to junior high school.  

Applying interest method in the class make students motivated and interested 

the lesson. Saragih and Rabbani (2017) explain that chain writing method as a 

method which is requiresnstudents to benactive in the learningnprocess and which 

has the purpose to makenthe students enjoyed with the learningnprocess in the class 

and which gives them anchance to write a certain topic together with 

theirnclassmates. It is used to help students in language learningmprocess 

especially innwriting. Moreover, itnencourages students to give morenattention to 

the learning process, because when the studentsnenjoy their learning process, they 
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will be morenfocus on the processnof learning. As a result, students 

willmsuccessful in writing especiallynwriting a Recount Text. 

. In line with the problem dealing with the unmotivated students in learning English 

especially writing, the researcher find in reference to the teacher’s experience in 

practicing chain writing method to improve students’ writing motivation at MTs 

Sultan Agung. In order to know if the chain writing can improve the motivation of 

student’s writing of recountntext or not, the writer conducting a research entitled 

"Using Chain Writing Method to Improve Students’ Writing Motivation of Recount 

Text in MTs Sultan Agung ".  

B. Formulation of Research Problem 

Based on the backgroundnof the study discussed above, the problem of 

the study that becomes the concern of the research is:  

1. How is thenimplementation of chain writing method in learning writing at 

second grade of MTs Sultan Agung? 

2. Can the chain writing method improving students’ writing motivation at 

second grade of MTs Sultan Agung ? 

C. Research Objective  

Based on the research problem, the objective of the research as follows: 

1. To know the implementation of chain writing methodnin learning 

writing at second gradenof MTs Sultan Agung 
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2. To know whether the chain writing method can improvenstudents’ 

writing motivation at secondngrade of MTs Sultan Agung 
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D. Significance of the research 

The result of the research is expected to give a contribution to the teaching 

and learning process oftwriting in English as a second language.  

1. For the Englishnteacher  

The result of the study will help them to improve the teacher’s ability to 

helpnstudents in improving students’ writing motivation especially in 

writing recount text in the class and the teacher can use the 

interestingnmethod to improve the students’ leaning motivation in writing.  

2. For thenStudents  

The result of the study is to inform that this research study can benused 

to help students in their writing ability and also it can be used to motivate 

their learning in the class, especially in writing of a recount text.  

3. For othernresearchers  

The result of the study that this research study can be useful as 

thenreference for other researchers who want to conduct a research in the 

same topic andnpurpose. It can be used to show that using chain writing 

method is effective.  

E. Limitation of the Research 

 The scope of this study was students in second grade at MTs Sultan Agung. 

The writer limits the study in teacher reasons using chain writing method. 

Furthermore, to determine the reasons for using chain writing method the researcher 

adapted from Saragih and Rabbani (2017). 
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F. Definition of Key term 

To avoidnmisunderstanding and misinterpretation among the readers, it 

is necessary tonclarify some of the terms used in this study as follows: 

1. Students’ Writing Motivation 

Students’ writing motivation is required by the students in order to 

supportedmthem in learning writing process. Teaching writing using 

method can help teacher easy to convey material and more enjoy for the 

students. One of method was chooses by researcher to teaching writing is 

chain writing method. 

2. Recount Text 

Recount text is one of the types of writing skill. A recount is a piecenof 

text retells past events, usually in the order in which theynhappened. The 

purpose of recount text is retelling story that happened in the past.  

3. Chain Writing Method 

Chain writing method is anmethod whichnrequires students to benactive 

in the learning process and which has thengoal to make the students 

enjoynthe learning process in thenclass. It is used to helpnstudents in 

languagenlearning processnespecially in writing recount text. 

 


